
CRAFTS FOR 
CREATIVE MOMS

CAMELLIA
LOOSE STYLE

POINT, PRESS, LIFT
STEP ONE

Similar to a peony, a camellia has lots and lots of 

petals, all growing out of a single point: the stem. 

Each petal should appear to originate from that 

point, or it will look “off.”

To begin, use a size 6 brush and maybe a mix of 

Cadmium Orange and Scarlet Lake and complete 

a compound stroke starting with a vertical hold first, 

then changing to a slanted hold. This petal should be 

thin at the base, then wide and round at the top. From here, add in an arrangement of 

another two or three petals that vary slightly in size and color. You should have a  

V formation of petals.

BACK ROW
STEP TWO

Imagine this V or U shape as the front of 

a bowl held just below eye level. The far 

edge of the bowl is visible, poking above. 

Now lighten your color mixture and paint 

the far petals.

FRAME PETALS
STEP THREE

Once your front- and back-row petals of 

your camellia are painted, add in a few 

petals to frame the bowl shape. These 

side petals should seem to be falling 

toward you.

Fill in some of the white space around 

these floating flowers with stems and 

leaves. Imagine someone is holding 

these flowers by their stems, kind of 

like a bouquet! To create the stems, start 

from the middle of the flower to give the 

appearance that the petals  

are growing out from where you start. 

Paint each stem using a slight C curve.

 Once you have the stems down, place the 

leaves. Each leaf should feel like it’s got a  

home base, whether the stem is visible or 

not. For these leaves, we’ll be painting in 

compound strokes. Have the leaves frame 

your flowers by pointing them back to 

the center of the flower where the stem 

meets the petals.

The camellia flower is one of my favorites to paint. 
At first, the shape can feel daunting and confusing. 
But don’t worry, just like practicing anything, it takes 
some time to develop muscle memory and skill. Just 
remember to focus on creating a bowl shape with your 
petals, and your proportions will come out right. Once 
you get the hang of it, you’ll be painting these flowers 
without even thinking about it!
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Daffodil
These DAFFODILS were a delight to design, as we experimented with both 
extra-fine and heavy crepe papers. I found that all types of crepe paper can 
create gorgeous results, though I preferred my petals in the almost translucent 
extra-fine crepe paper. I love how these flowers look as a mixed bouquet of stems 
simply placed into a vase. You can also use this pattern to create potted crepe 
paper plants and experiment with different sizes of blooms.

materia ls
• extra-fine crepe paper in  

linen/white, vanilla,  
chiffon, coral, cypress,  

juniper, and gold
• heavy crepe paper in tangerine, 

mango, nectarine, and coral
• craft paint in bright yellow

• 18-gauge green floral wire
• cotton twine

• floral tape in fern and pine

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/576346/everyday-watercolor-flowers-by-jenna-rainey/9780399582219/?ref=PRHA5896508F6&aid=8566&linkid=PRHA5896508F6&utm_source=Random_House_Group&utm_medium=Internal&utm
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/595099/crepe-paper-flowers-by-lia-griffith/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/595099/crepe-paper-flowers-by-lia-griffith/
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THE DAFFODIL FLOWER
Grown in a variety of sizes, these trumpet-shaped flowers come 

in sunny yellow, white, pastel yellow, and even shades of pink 

and green. 

The daffodil is a beautiful flower to celebrate spring and new 

beginnings. It reminds us to tap into our creativity and to be 

open to new inspiration.

DAFFODIL STEPS 
1. Cut petals, stamen, corona, spathe, scape, and leaves from the extra-fine 

and heavy crepe papers, according to template notes.

2. Cut six fringe pieces on stamen, then twist each piece.

3. Dip tips of stamen into craft paint and let dry.

4. Bend tip of floral wire with needle-nose pliers, then wrap  stamen 

around wire and glue into place.

5. Glue edge of corona and affix to second edge, forming a tube. 

Twist the end of each petal for shape.

6. Slide corona onto wire over the stamen, then wrap with cotton twine. 

Tie at base.

7. Slide finger into corona to cup at base. Stretch top edge to add ruffled flair.

8. Glue petals in rotation under corona.

9. Glue spathe under scape, then wrap stem with fern floral tape.

11. Glue ends of leaves onto wire, then wrap with pine floral tape.

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/595099/crepe-paper-flowers-by-lia-griffith/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/595099/crepe-paper-flowers-by-lia-griffith/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/595099/crepe-paper-flowers-by-lia-griffith/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/595099/crepe-paper-flowers-by-lia-griffith/

